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Rosa's Pizza
"Yummy And Very Affordable"

by Riedelmeier

A favorite hangout of the Georgia State University students, Rosa's Pizza
has been dishing out yummy pizzas for more than two decades now.
Lunch hours are packed, so its better to place your order on the go. The
pies are pre-made to ease the rush but nevertheless they are delicious
and very affordable. They also serve calzones, lasagnas and spaghetti's if
pizza's not your thing. If you want to taste one of the best authentic New
York style pizza's in downtown, then Rosa's is your best bet.

+1 404 521 2596

www.rosaspizza.net/

62 Broad Street Northwest, Atlanta GA

Antico Pizza Napoletana
"The Best of Napoli"
Heralded by many as the "Best pizza in Atlanta," Antico Pizza specializes
in authentic Neapolitan pizza. When owner and pizzaiolo Giovanni Di
Palma says authentic, he means authentic. The pizza is prepared in the
ancient tradition, and wood-fired in stone ovens that were shipped from
Naples. Only fresh ingredients from the Campania region of Southern Italy
are used, including fresh mozzarella flown in from Naples each week. The
menu consists of whole pizzas and calzones. Favorites include the
Diaviola with spicy sausage and classic Margherita. The pizza is best
eaten fresh from the oven, so grab a spot at one of the communal tables.
For dessert, be sure to try a homemade cannoli with a shot of espressothe perfect finish to the perfect Neapolitan meal.
+1 404 724 2333

littleitalia.com/

1093 Hemphill Avenue Northwest,
Atlanta GA

Fellini's Pizza - Buckhead
"Pizza Mainstay"
Fellini's Pizza is arguably Buckhead’s favorite pizza joint. Great taste,
hearty portions and attentive service can be credited to patrons revisiting
this place over the decades. Select from delicious renditions of the Italian
classic like pepperoni, ham and pineapple, spinach and mushroom. Or
enjoy their signature pizza topped with everything from meatballs,
sausages, peppers, olives and cheese. Open as late as 2a, Fellini's is your
best bet for those midnight pizza cravings.

by julgeiger

+1 404 266 0082

fellinisatlanta.com/buckhe
ad/

fellinispizza@earthlink.net

2809 Peachtree Road
Northeast, Atlanta GA
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